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By the end of this session you should be able to: 

• identify the shifts in the assessment design of 
ELA Guidebooks 3-5 (2022);  

• utilize the updated evaluation plan to assess 
students’ knowledge and skills in order to 
accelerate learning throughout the unit; and

• explain how to use the assessment plan to 
identify the knowledge and skills that 
students will need to be successful on unit 
assessments.

Session Objectives
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Please follow along with the presentation by: 

• Taking notes on the Participant Guide. 

Participant Guide

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fAK7UcgfX01KL7gtzVWGyVTKSbzlrvTCuBjgskgVmjk/copy
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Agenda

1. Overview of the Assessment Updates

2. Evaluation Plan

3. Analyze Assessments
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3-5 Assessment Plan Updates (2022)

Previous Embedded Assessments 2022 Assessment Plan

● Cold Read Task
● Extension Task
● Culminating Writing Task

● Monitor
○ Lesson Look-fors

● Diagnose
○ Section Diagnostics

● Evaluate
○ Culminating Task
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Agenda

1. Overview of the Assessment Updates

2. Evaluation Plan

3. Analyze Assessments
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What?
• Monitor students’ understanding daily.
• Each lesson has lesson look-fors, which identify the knowledge and skills and/or 

habits students should build.

Why?
• To be successful on the culminating task, students need to be able to read, understand, and 

express their comprehension and knowledge of substantive texts and topics. To reach this 
goal, students need to build knowledge, skills, and habits daily through the lesson activities.

How?
• Use the lesson look-fors to review student work and responses.
• If students are not providing work or responses similar to the lesson look-fors, use the 

in-the-moment supports, which are included in the teaching notes for an activity.

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate
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Lesson Look-Fors 

• One lesson look-for identifies the knowledge students should demonstrate by the end of 
the lesson. The other lesson look-for identifies the skills and/or habits students should 
demonstrate in the lesson.

• Use the lesson look-fors to review student work and responses during the lesson.

Example

• Can students describe the importance of the 13 original colonies? (Knowledge)

• Can students determine the meaning of unknown words? (Skill)

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate
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Example

• Can students describe the importance of the 13 original colonies? (Knowledge)

• The colonists traveled to America and established colonies. These colonies were 
ruled by the king of Great Britain, King George III. The colonies supplied more 
goods to Great Britain than what was already available there. King George III had 
access to more land which made him more powerful.

• Can students determine the meaning of unknown words? (Skill)

• Students build content vocabulary by using context clues and/or dictionaries to 
understand the information presented in the texts. In this lesson, the students 
define the terms freedom and treason.

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate
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What?
• Diagnose student needs in each section. 
• Each section has an activity labeled as a section diagnostic. 

Why?
• The section diagnostics provide opportunities for students to express their understanding and 

knowledge of substantive texts and topics in preparation for the culminating task. The core 
activities in lessons leading up to and following each section diagnostic help students build 
the necessary knowledge, skills, and habits.

How?
• Review students’ work and/or responses using the section diagnostic checklist and exemplar. 
• If students need additional support, include optional activities to give students additional 

opportunities to build the knowledge, skills, and habits necessary for the culminating task.

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate
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Section Diagnostics 

• Throughout the ELA Guidebooks units, students complete the section diagnostics in 
preparation for the culminating task. 

• Review students’ work using the section diagnostic checklist and exemplar.
• Writing checklist
• Discussion checklist

Example: 

• Describe how two colonists’ or groups of colonists’ skills helped contribute to America’s 
independence. (Section 4)

• Discussion: Who benefitted the most after The Declaration of Independence was 
adopted? (Section 5)

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F6Et83sJW23gotUCkjYnj0V_xXNtPQ6q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JMd0aE9UVqrik3uj2kpepVJG2crKHY0M/view?usp=sharing
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Example: 

Describe how two colonists’ or groups of colonists’ skills helped contribute 
to America’s independence. (Section 4)

How did women contribute to the American Revolution? Some women 

fought secretly in the war. For example, Deborah Sampson dressed as a man to 

fight. Other women assisted soldiers as they fought. Notably, Molly Pitcher 

served as a nurse and brought water to soldiers on the battlefield. Without the 

help of women, the colonists’ fight would not have been as successful.

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate
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What?
• Evaluate student performance at the end of a unit. 
• Each unit has a culminating task.

Why?
• The culminating task requires students to demonstrate how well they read, understand, 

and express their understanding and knowledge of substantive texts and topics. The 
activities, lessons, and sections build the knowledge, skills, and habits students need to 
be successful on the culminating task.

How?
• Use the culminating task rubric and the culminating task exemplar to evaluate 

student performance.

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate
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Culminating Task Example

Was the American Revolution an act of treason or a justified fight for freedom?

Write a letter explaining to the opposite "George" your opinion of whether the Patriots' fight 
against the British in the American Revolution was treason or a justified fight for freedom.
Be sure to:

• Begin your letter with an opening statement to the opposite "George" that states your 
opinion and why.

• Select three reasons from your unit tools to support your opinion.  
• Write a topic sentence for each paragraph. 
• Support each topic sentence with evidence from the units’ texts.
• Write a closing statement at the end of your letter using the name of your assigned. 

Monitor → Diagnose → Evaluate
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As we review the American Revolution 
Evaluation Plan, take note of the following: 

• Monitor: Sample Look-Fors

• Diagnose: Section Diagnostics

• Evaluate: Culminating Task, Rubric, 
Exemplar

Evaluation Plan Example

https://ldoe-uploads-staging.s3.amazonaws.com/release/materials/4D5_UnitEP.pdf
https://ldoe-uploads-staging.s3.amazonaws.com/release/materials/4D5_UnitEP.pdf
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Agenda

1. Overview of the Assessment Updates

2. Evaluation Plan

3. Analyze Assessments
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Take the next 5 minutes to locate and explore an 
updated evaluation plan for one of the following units 
on the Louisiana Curriculum Hub:

• 3rd Grade - Because of Winn-Dixie

• 4th Grade - The Whipping Boy

• 5th Grade - The Birchbark House

Review Updated Materials

https://louisianacurriculumhub.com/
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Review the Culminating Task prompt and exemplar for your chosen unit. As you are reviewing 
this assessment, tag what knowledge and skills students will need to respond to the prompt 
on your note-catcher.

• What knowledge (content) does a student need to know in order to respond to the 
prompt?

• What skills does a student need to have in order to respond to the prompt?

American Revolution Examples:

• AREV Evaluation Plan
• AREV Note-Catcher

Assessment Analysis

https://ldoe-uploads-staging.s3.amazonaws.com/release/materials/4D5_UnitEP.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lbbwszD3VmVB23fOdfzF0sFRvA_Nq4RMOY49jvxTAlw/edit?usp=sharing
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Begin reviewing the section diagnostics for your chosen unit. As you are reviewing the 
section diagnostics, tag what knowledge and skills students will need on your note-catcher. 

• What knowledge (content) does a student need to know?

• What skills does a student need to have?

After reviewing the section diagnostics complete the following reflection in your 
note-catcher:

• How do the section diagnostics build the knowledge and skills that students need in 
order to be successful on the culminating task?

Assessment Analysis
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Let’s Capture Our Learning

Share Out:

● Something you learned today

● One change you commit to making in 

your practice
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ELA Guidebooks 3-5 (2022)

Resources for the ELA Guidebooks 3-5 (2022) updates:

• ELA Guidebooks 3-5 (2022) Overview
• TWR Writing Progression Table

Next Steps:

• Review updated units on The Louisiana Curriculum Hub.
• Systems decide which Level 1 and Level 2 unit to 

implement for grades 3-5. There is only one Level 3 unit 
available at this time. 

• Secure texts and materials for the selected units from 
American Reading Company and XanEdu. 

• Provide or attend professional development for the 
2022 updates. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14ITnSTeG4BGi4XRlb8as4pDEMu4dukT1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e8pz2yTl2Xo2nnIgAvThbbHndGnb7jJz/view?usp=sharing
https://louisianacurriculumhub.com/
https://www.americanreading.com/louisiana-doe/
https://www.xanedu.com/k-12/solutions/ela-guidebooks
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Questions
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Contact ELA Guidebooks
elaguidebooks@la.gov 

mailto:elaguidebooks@la.gov

